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A Faulting Model for the 1979 Imperial Valley Earthquake
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By comparing synthetic particle velocities with the near-source strong motion data we have
constructed, by trial and error, a faulting model for the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. The
calculation of the synthetic seismogramstakes into account the vertical inhomogeneityof the elastic
parameters in the Imperial Valley and the spatial variation of the slip rate parameters on the fault
plane. The independentslip rate parametersare (1) the strike-sliprate amplitude, (2) the dip-slip rate
amplitude, (3) the duration that slip rate is nonzero (the rise time of the slip function) and (4) the
rupture time, which determines when the slip rate is initiated. Our faulting model has the following
principal features: (1) Faulting occurred on the Imperial fault and on the Brawley fault, rupture on the
Brawley fault being triggeredby rupture on the Imperial fault. (2) The Imperial fault is a plane 35 km
long and 13 km wide with a strike of 323ø, measuredclockwisefrom north, and a dip of 80ø NE. The
Brawley fault is a 10 km long and 8 km wide plane with a strike of 360øand a dip of 90ø. (3) Faulting on
the Imperial fault is primarily right-lateral strike slip with a small component of normal dip slip in the
sediments at its northern end. The larger strike-slip rates are generally confined between depths of 5
and 13 km with maximum

values of about 1.0 m/s. The duration

varies on the fault with a maximum

of

!.9 s, which is considerably shorter than the total time for the rupture to take place. (4) The rupture
velocity on the Imperial fault is highly variable. Locally, it exceedsthe shearwave velocity and, in one
instance, the compressionalwave velocity. The averagerupture velocity, though, is lessthan the shear
wave velocity. (5) Although the slip on the Brawley fault contributes only ,about 4% of the total
moment, it greatly affects the ground motion at nearby stations. (6) The total seismicmoment is 6.7 x

10•8N m wherethe Imperialfault contributes
6.4 x 10•8N m andthe Brawleyfaultcontributes
2.7 x
10•7 N m. In the processof trying almost300 faultingmodels,we foundthat given the elastic
parameters of the medium, the synthetic seismogramswere most sensitive to the specificationof the

rupturetime.Althoughthe sliprateamplitudes
arelinearlyrelatedto thedata,therupturetimeandthe
duration are not. The parameterizationof the nonlinearvariableshas a strongeffect on the generation
of synthetic seismogramsfrom a finite fault.

INTRODUCTION

In terms of near-source observationsof ground accelerations and surface offsetsthe Imperial Valley earthquake of
October 15, 1979, is the best documentedearthquake ever
recorded [Johnsonet al., 1982]. The abundanceand quality
of these near-sourceobservationspresentsan unparalleled
opportunity for studying the mechanismof a moderate sized

earthquake
ML 6.6 [Chavezet al., 1982],M0 = 7.0 x 10•8N
m [KanamoriandRegan, 1982].The resultspresentedin this
paper are determinedfrom analysisof an important subsetof
all the data: time histories of the ground velocities determined from accelerogramsrecorded in the United States
[Brady et al., 1982].

Hartzell and Helmberger[1982],[Olsonand Apsel [1982]
and Hartzell and Heaton [1983] have presented faulting
models and syntheticsfor the Imperial Valley earthquake
based on analyses of almost the same data. The basic
featuresof their faulting modelsare describedbelow• Hartzell and Helmberger [1982] used a forward modeling approach to compute near-source displacementsin the frequency range 0.0-1.0 Hz for comparison with the doubly
integratedaccelerogramsrecorded in the United States. The
basicfeaturesof the Hartzell and Helmbergerfaulting model
are the following:
1. Slip occurs on a vertical Imperial fault assumedto be
10.5km deep and 36 km long. It extendsunilaterally from the
epicenter along a strike of 323ø, measured clockwise from
This paperis not subjectto U.S. copyright.Publishedin 1984by
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north, with a notable S-shapeddeviation in the strike in the
range 14-24 km measured from their epicenter.
2. The slip rate function is a triangle with a constant 1.0-s
duration and constant rake of 180ø.

3. The rupture velocity is a constant 2.5 km/s.
4. The slip rate distribution showsthe largest amplitudes,
greater than 1.0 m/s, in the depth range of 4-9 km with two
distinct areas, distances of 8 and 18 km northwest of the
epicenter, having average amplitudesof 2.5 m/s.
5. The static slip has the same distribution as the slip rate
with a maximum value of 2.5 m; the seismic moment is 5.0 x
10•8 N m.
Olson and Apsel [1982] used a constrainedleast squares
inversionof low-passedaccelerograms,0.0-0.33 Hz, recorded in the United States and Mexico to determine a faulting
model of the Imperial Valley earthquake. They divided the
fault planesinto 5 km x 5 km squaresand allowed slip to
occur in five 0.75-s

windows.

The basic features

of the

Olson and Apsel model are as follows:
1. They assumethat slip occurson a vertical Imperial fault
10 km deep and 50 km long with 40 km northwest of the
epicenter and 10 km southeast; the Imperial fault has a
constant strike of 323ø;they include a vertical Brawley fault
10 km deep and 10 km long; the Brawley fault has a constant
strike of 360ø;both faults have dips of 90ø.
2. The slip rate has both strike-slip and dip-slip compo-

nents. Its time function is basically a rectangle with a
duration

about 1.5 s.

3. Although a rupture velocity is specified (0.9 times the
local shear wave velocity Vs), the slip, in a given fault
element, may commence as much as 1.5 s before or after the
time determined by this specified velocity; for depths be-
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tween 5 and 10 km they inferred a supershear rupture

velocitybetween4.0 and 5.0 km/s for a 20-km-longsectionof
the Imperial fault.
4. The slip rate amplitude is primarily strike slip with a
small component of dip slip at the northern end of the
Imperial fault and on the Brawley fault. The amplitudes

horizontal is about half the amplitude of the synthetic; for
stations more than 5 km off the fault the data always exceed
the synthetic amplitudesand are about twice as large for
stations more than 10 km from the fault. The 140ø (320ø)

synthetic is almost always less than the data, with the

difference
becoming
largerasthe stationsmovefartherfrom

smoothly
varyalongthestrikeof theImperialfaultwitha

the fault.

maximum value of about 1.2 m/s at depths of 5-10 km in the
epicentral range of 20-25 km.

There are two disturbingapectsof these faulting models.
First, the syntheticsgeneratedmisfit the largestnear-source
amplitudesby about a factor of two or more; second, the
syntheticamplitudesshow a much different dependenceon

5. The final offset has a maximum

value of 1.6 m in the

epicentralrange of 15-20 km; the seismicmoment is 9.1 x
10•8 N m.
Hartzell and Heaton [1983] used an inversion method
similar to that of Olson and Apsel. However, the data they

inverted were the horizontal components of the particle
velocity time histories in the 0.1- to 1.0-Hz passbandand
somelong-periodteleseismicP wave records.Hartzell and
Heaton subdividedthe Imperial fault into elements3 km long
and 2.5 km wide. After trying about 30 different inversions
they prefer a model that has the following properties:
1. Slip occurs on the Imperial fault assumedto be 10 km
deep and 42 km long with 36 km northwestof their epicenter.
The strike is 323ø;the dip is 90ø.
2. The slip rate function has both strike-slip and dip-slip
components. The time function is 1.7 s in duration but
divided into three segments(0.7, 0.5, and 0.5 s). Thus for
each element of the fault, slip can occur at three times, each
of which can have a different amplitude.
3. The rupture velocity of 0.85Vs, where Vs is the local
shearwave velocity, is specified,but slip in each element of
the fault plane may begin at or after (up to 1.75 s) the time
determined by the rupture velocity.
4. There is a small component of dip slip generally
confined to shallow depths. The strike-slip rates dominate
with a maximum

of the order of 1.5 m/s that occurs about 16-

20 km north of their epicenter and at depthsbetween 6 and 8
km.

5. The final slip has a maximum value of about 1.8 m in the
samearea of maximum slip rates; the seismicmoment is 4.9
x 10•8 N m.
Althoughthesefaulting modelsexhibit similaritiesin their
spatialdistribution and amplitudesof the slip rate and in the
approximate duration of slip, the fit of the syntheticsto the
data is much different among the three models. Olson and
Apsel's synthetics generally match the phase of the first
arriving energy extremely well, but the amplitudes are
almost always too small by about a factor of two or more on
one or both of the horizontal componentsfor stationswithin
10 km of the fault, with the exception of Meloland. The
synthetic displacementscomputed by Hartzell and Helmberger do not agree nearly as well in phase with the data as
those of Olson and Apsel. Although it is difficult to compare
correspondingamplitudesin the Hartzell and Helmberger
synthetics, the 230ø component is at least a factor of two
larger than the data near the fault with the difference
decreasingas one moves farther from the fault. On the other
hand, the 140ø synthetic is generally smaller than the data
near the fault but becomes larger than the data as one moves
farther from the fault. Hartzell and Heaton's synthetics
match the phases of the first arriving energy very well.
Although pulse shapes after the first one are not as well
matched, they are similar to the data. For stations near the
fault the peak amplitude of the particle velocity on the 230ø

distance from the fault than the data. Whether the maximum

near-sourceparticle velocitiesare 1.0, 2.0, or 0.5 m/s is very
importantto earthquakeengineers.Whether the peak amplitudes decay rapidly or slowly with increasingdistancefrom

thefaultor perhaps
remainconstant
outto a certaindistance
is an important considerationin evaluating earthquakehaz-

ardsin the near-source
region.It is clearthat if onewereto
use a regressionanalysis[e.g., Joyher and Boore, 1981]for
the data and for the synthetics in the same passband,the
resulting coefficientswould be substantially different. In
addition to the engineering considerations, there is the

disparity
between
theOlsonandApsel[•982]modelandthe
Hartzell and Heaton [1983] model of the faulting mechanism. Since neither model producesa substantiallybetter fit
between syntheticsand the data, each is an equallyvalid, yet
different, explanation for the earthquake.
In this paper we present a faulting model that generates
synthetic seismogramsthat agree within 50% or less with
almost all of the near-sourceparticle velocity records in the
United States. First, we discussthe general features of the
data that we considerimportant and shouldbe explainedby
the faulting model. Next, we discussour approach to this
problem in terms of the parameters constitutinga faulting
model. We try to point out what parameters are fixed by
initial assumptionsand what parameters are being solved
for. Following the discussionof the method we describe our
preferred faulting model. Next, we discussthe fit between
the syntheticsand data. We emphasize how key elementsof
the faulting model were constrainedby the data. Finally, we
try to summarize how the characteristics of our faulting
model for the Imperial Valley earthquake fit into a more
general descriptionof earthquake mechanicsand how they
imply a greater degree of seismicrisk.
DATA

Beforediscussingthe methodand subsequentanalysis,we
first want to describe

the data set. The true data are the

accelerogramsrecorded in the United States [Brady et al.,
1982;Porter, 1982]. However, the data which we will use are
the particle velocity time histories obtained by integrating
and low passing the processed accelerograms. Figure 1

shows
a mapviewoftheImperial
vaileywiththeaccelerograph locations relative to the epicenter [Archuleta, 1982a]
and to the Imperial and Brawley faults on which surfaceslip
was measurable[Sharp et al., 1982]. The three-letter station
names are the otficially assigned codes for strong motion
instruments in the United States [Switzer et al., 1981]. Nine

additionalaccelerographs
in Baja California, Mexico, recorded the main shock [Brune et al., 1982]. In this paper we
do not consider the Mexican stations, though they would
probably increasethe resolution of the faulting model in the
hypocentral area. It is unlikely that a significant amount of
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Fig.1. MapviewoftheImperial
Valleyareashowing
locations
ofaccelerographs
intheUnitedStates
(pluses),
parts
of the ImperialfaultandBrawleyfaultzonewheresurface
offsets
weremeasured,
the locationof the epicenter
[Archuleta, 1982a] (indicatedby a star), and geographicalfeaturessuch as the internationalborder and local

communities.
Thegeneral
strikeoftheImperial
faultis323ø,measured
clockwise
fromnorth;thestrikeoftheBrawley

faultzoneis about360ø.The linearstipledregionsshowthefaulttracesaswe havemodeledthem.Distancesare shown

alongthetraces.Theshaded
boxontheinserted
outlineofthestateofCalifornia
shows
theapproximate
region
forthe

Imperial Valley area.

slipoccurredsouthof the epicenter;any suchslipthat might respectively.The filtereddatagive, in somerespects,a more
reliablepicturefor comparingthe groundmotionamongthe
stationssince the lower frequenciesare less affectedby
small-scale
irregularitiesin the velocitystructure.Although
the dynamicand staticdata havebeendiscussed
by Archuleta [1982b],Hartzell and Helmberger[1982],Niazy [1982],
and others,there are someimportantpointsworth reiterat-

have occurreddoes not stronglyaffect the motion recorded
at the stationsin the United Stateswith the exceptionof
Calexico(CXO) and Bonds Corner (BCR).
In Figures 2-4 the low passed particle velocity time
historiesare plottedon the samemap view as Figure 1. The
datashownin Figures2-4 havebeenlow passedwith a zerophase shift, two-pole Butterworth filter with a corner frequencyof 0.5 Hz. Similarplotsof unfilteredparticlevelocity
andaccelerationtime historiesalongwith a discussionof the

ing.

The horizontal$ wave amplitudesare asymmetric,with
the stationseast of the Imperial fault having the larger
data are given by Archuleta [1982b].We do not analyze amplitudes.This is clearly seenin both the 53ø component
frequencies
greaterthan 1.0 Hz in thispaper.The horizontal (Figure 4) and the 323ø component(Figure 3). The easiest
(323ø, measuredclockwisefrom north) particle velocity is way to produce the asymmetry is by a NE dip on the
motionparallelto the generalstrikeof the Imperialfault; the Imperial fault, since a single vertical fault in a laterally
(53ø) horizontalparticle velocity is motionperpendicularto homogeneousmedium cannot produce this asymmetry.
the generalstrikeon the Imperialfault. Positiveamplitudes However, another possibilityis slip on the Brawley fault
correspondto particle velocitiesdirecteddown, alonga 323ø which Cohn et al. [1982]showhad surfaceslip at nearly the
azimuth, and along a 53ø azimuth in Figures 2, 3, and 4, sametime as slipoccurredon the Imperial fault. Either a NE
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Fig. 2. Low passedvertical componentsof particle velocity time historiesare superposedon a map view of the
Imperial Valley region. The first 24 s at each stationafter the accelerographstriggeredare plotted. Traces have beenlow
passedfiltered usinga two-pole zero-phaseshift Butterworth filter with a cornerfrequencyof 0.5 Hz. Positivemotion
on the traces is down, into the earth. The amplitude scale and time scale are shown near the upper left corner. The
surfacetraces of the Imperial fault and Brawley fault zone are shown. The epicenter is shown by the star.

dip on the Imperial fault or slip on the Brawley fault or a
combinationof the two will destroy symmetry in the particle
motion. Particular

notice should be taken of stations E03 and

Ell. These two stations are within 0.5 km of perfect
symmetry around the trace of the Imperial fault. The amplitude of the horizontal componentsat E03 is almost twice that
of Ell, however. This asymmetry in amplitudes persists
even for stations E06 and E07 which are 2 km apart but on
opposite sides of the trace of the Imperial fault.
The amplitude of the 323ø componentat stationsE06 and
E07 (Figure 3) is clearly not nodal, as one would expect from
a rupture on a vertical fault, nor are the 323ø waveforms at
E06 and E07 reflectionsof each other, as would be predicted
from rupture on a single vertical fault that passedbetween
the two stations.

The strong pulse that immediately follows the direct $
wave is a prominent feature of the 53ø component particle
velocities. Consideringthe geometry of the Imperial fault,
the location of the stations, and the epicenter, a rupture
propagatingnorthwest along the Imperial fault will produce
strong $ wave motion in the 233ø direction. This is clearly
observed at stations close to the fault (e.g., E05, E06, E07,
and EM0) (Figure 4). The large pulse in the 53ødirection that
immediately follows the first motion in the 233ø direction is
not so easily explained, however. At station E05 this pulse in
the 53ø direction is larger than the pulse due to the direct $
waves from the southern part of the Imperial fault.
The vertical component of motion for stations near the

fault (Figure 2) is distinctly antinodal. A rather lengthy
discussionof the large-amplitude vertical accelerationrecords and possiblecausesfor the vertical motion is given by
Archuleta [1982b]. His primary hypothesis was that the
vertical motionwas causedby the causticof a PP type phase
that exists because of a strong gradient in the P wave
velocity structurein the upper 5 km of the Imperial Valley
[McMechan and Mooney, 1980]. His secondaryhypothesis
was that the large vertical accelerationscould be causedby
suddenchangesin the rupture velocity which would have to
exceedthe $ wave velocity in order that directivity affect the
P wave radiation pattern.
METHOD

The fundamental theorem for kinematic modelingand the
basis of our approachis the representationtheorem [Maruyama, 1963; Burridge and Knopoff, 1964]

/•i (Y, t) =

fodt'

• (x,t',T,r) ßTi (x, t-t'; y) dA

(1)

where/ti (y, t) is the/th (i = 1, 2, 3) componentof particle
velocity at spatialcoordinatey and time t; • (x, t', T, r) is the

slipratevectorat faultcoordinate
x andtimet'; Ti (x, t-t'; y)
is the traction per unit impulse at the fault coordinatex, due
to a point force applied in the ith direction at the observer
location y; dA is an incremental area of the fault plane with
total area A; the double integrals are for summationof the
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Fig. 3. Low passed323øhorizontal componentof particle velocity superposedon a map view of the Imperial Valley.
Positive amplitudes correspond to motion directed along the 53ø azimuth, measured clockwise from north; negative
amplitudescorrespondto motion directed along the 143øazimuth. This horizontal motion is parallel to the general strike
of the Imperial fault. See caption of Figure 2 for geographicaldetails.

kernel over the entire fault plane; and the singleintegral on

traction dependson the elasticpropertiesof the medium and
on the location of the fault plane. Because the traction is
(1) is given by $pudich [1980]. Figure 5 shows a schematic independent of the fracture process, it can be determined
display of the observer and fault geometry as well as a
from data unrelated to the data being studied. Fortunately
general slip rate function that we will use throughout our for the Imperial Valley, the velocity structureis well known.
discussion.The observer coordinates are defined by orthog- A detailed refraction survey [Fuis et al., 1982] of the
onal vectorsy•, Y2, and Y3;the fault coordinatesare defined Imperial Valley region was conducted 7 months before the
by orthogonal vectors x•, x2. Both coordinate systemsshare main shock. From analysis of this data, Fuis et al. [ 1982] and
the same origin. In the case of the Imperial Valley earth- McMechan and Mooney [1980] determined the P wave
quake we take the point on the Imperial fault's surfacetrace velocity structure. By combining the P wave velocity strucclosestto the epicenterfor the origin (Figure 1).
ture with gravity profiles in the region Fuis et al. also
In disecting this equation we can understand what consti- estimated the density structure. Archuleta et al. [1979]
tutes a faulting model, since there are parts of this equation estimated the S wave velocity structure deeper than 300 m
that contribute to ai independent of the fracture process, by using S wave recordings of aftershocks of the Imperial
while other parts are completely determinedby the fracture Valley main shock [Boore and Fletcher, 1982] and similarity
process. The parts of the representation theorem that de- with the P wave velocity/depth profile. For depthsless than
pend on the fracture processconstitutea descriptionof the 300 m, the $ wave velocity profile is basedon drill logsin the
earthquake mechanism. Furthermore, we can see the differImperial Valley [Shannon and Wilson, Inc., and Agbabian
ent stages at which assumptions are made. The point at Associates, 1976]. As expected, the velocity structure is not
which an assumptionis made is critical in that all subsequent laterally homogeneous[Fuis et al., 1982]. However, combinanalysisdependson it.
ing the accelerographslocations, the Imperial fault, and the
different velocity profiles of Fuis et al. [1982], the assumption of a laterally homogeneous medium is a reasonable
Traction Vector (Green' s Functions)
approximationfor timing accuracyof the order of 0.5 s. The
First, we considerthe part of the representationtheorem assumption of lateral homogeneity with a 0.5-s timing error
that is independent of the fracture process, namely, the is further supportedby the P wave travel time delay map that
tractionTi (x, t-t'; y). As notedabove,thesetractionsresult is a compositemap for all the shot points in the Imperial
from applicationof a point force on the fault surfaceand are Valley [Kohler and Fuis, 1983]. The travel time delay map
thus a form of the Green's functions of the medium. The
shows that in the regions of the Imperial Valley, where the

dt' is for the temporalconvolution
of g ßTi. A derivationof
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strike of the Imperial fault. See caption of Figure 2 for geographicaldetails.

accelerographsare located, the maximum difference in P
wave travel times is about 0.25 s. Only stationsEl2 and El3
are in regions of rapidly changingP wave delays.
Having assumeda laterally homogeneousmedium with a
given set of vertically varying elastic parameters, we compute the Green's functions up to a maximum frequency of
1.0 Hz. To avoid ringing in the synthetics, the amplitude
spectrumof each syntheticis cosinetaperedbetween 0.5 and
1.0 Hz. The Green's functions, computedusingthe discrete
wave number/finite element (DWFE) method [Olson et al.,
1983], include all body wave types, surface waves, leaky

modes, and near-fieldterms and accountfor gradientsas
well as discontinuitiesin the velocity structure.
Having data that constrainthe velocity structure is invalu-

able. Before computingTi, it is necessaryto know the
location of the fault, which we assumeto be a plane with a
constant strike and dip. The general strike, 323ø, of the
Imperial fault is well known. The dip of the Imperial fault is
not well determined. For computationeasewe prefer to have
a constant dip, though the refraction results [Fuis et al.,
1982]show that the dip on the Imperial fault may vary by 8ø
from

the southeast

end to the northwest

end. Archuleta

[1982b] used three lines of evidence to deduce an approximate 75øNE dip for the Imperial fault. Though the dip angle
can, in theory, be determined independently of the data
being studied,we varied the dip angleto find the value that
gives the best match between data and synthetics.We used
constant dip angles of 75ø NE, 80ø NE, and 90ø. An 80ø NE
dip angle is used in the best fitting fault model.

Limits of Integration and Slip Rate Parameters
The parameters that constitute the earthquake mechanism
separate into two groups: the boundaries of the faulting
which prescribethe limits of integrationand the description
of the slip rate function. The length and width of the faulted
area are not always easily determined. Fortunately, the
Imperial Valley earthquakehad substantialsurfaceslip and a
well-determined epicenter [Archuleta, 1982a], thus giving a
good approximate length of 35 km northwest of the epicenter. The lack of observedsurfaceslip [Sharp et al., 1982]in
the epicentral area leaves unresolved the question of how
much slip at depth occurred south of the epicenter. The
inversionresultsof Olson and Apsel [1982]indicate that slip
occurred on a 10-km segment southeast of the epicenter.
Since this paper does not consider the strong motion at
stationsin Baja California, Mexico, the data most affected
by any slip on the Imperial fault south of the epicenter, we
will use a fault plane that beginsat the epicenterand extends
northwest 35 km along a constant strike of 323ø, measured
clockwise from north (Figure 1).
Although the length of faulting for the Imperial Valley
earthquakeis rather tightly constrained,the depth offaulting
is not. Archuleta [1982b] suggeststhat 10 km is a reasonable
value. Our best fitting faulting model has a width of 13 km,
thoughwe tried more than 150 modelswith a width of 10 km.
Although a reasonable fit between the synthetic seismograms and the data can be found using a width of 10 km, so
much of the slip was concentrated near 10-km depth that
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there was an abrupt transition from nonzero slip to zero slip
[e.g., Hartzell and Heaton, 1983]. By increasingthe width to
13 km the fit between the synthetics and data improved as
well as the smoothnessof the slip distribution.
The final set of parameters necessary to compute the

syntheticseismograms
is the sliprate function• (x, t, T, r).
In general, it is the specification of these parameters that
constitutes

the bulk of the work

in forward

and inversion

modeling, sincethe geometrical constraintsand the velocity
structure

are often held fixed to initial

values.

Because

we

are specifyingthe slip rate function, the model is by definition a kinematic model. The very first assumptionmade in
specifyinga slip rate function is the functional form. For our

TABLE 1.
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Elastic Parameters for the Imperial Valley

Depth,km
0
0.4
5.0
11.0
11.0
12.0

V•,,km/s

Vs,km/s

1.70
1.80
5.65
5.85
6.60
7.20

p, kg/m3

0.40
0.70
3.20
3.30
3.70
4.15

1800
1800
2500
2800
2800
2800

Between any two successivedepths, linear interpolationis usedto
determine intermediate values. A half spaceexistsfor depths greater
than 12 km. Different elastic parameters at the samedepth indicate a
discontinuity.

purposes
we haveassumed
a rectangle• = •l [H (t-T) - H (t-

T-r)]• where
• isaunitvector,Igistheamplitude
ofg,andH
(t) is the Heaviside function. On the basis of results from the

fully dynamic models and quasi-dynamic models, a more
appropriate guess might be a modified Kostrov [1964] slip
rate function [Boatwright, 1980; Archuleta and Hartzell,
1981].However, at the low frequenciesbeingmodeled,a low
passed modified Kostrov function is quite similar to a
rectangle. There are four parameters that must be specified
everywhere on the fault plane to describe the slip rate' (1)
the slip rate amplitude of the strike-slip component, (2) the
slip rate amplitude of the dip-slip component, (3) the rupture
time T that the slip rate first becomesnonzero (this rupture
time determinesthe rupture velocity or vice versa), (4) a rise
time variable (r) that is the duration the slip rate is nonzero
after being activated. These four variables are all functions

a constant. While it is important to understandthe basisfor
makingany approximationregardingthe slip rate function, it
is equallyimportantto realize that makingan approximation
about one of the parametersdoes not lessenthe significance
of that parameter in the description of the faulting model.
We want to call attention to a very important feature in the
relation between g (x, t, T, r) and fii (Y, •); g can be written

g(x,t, T, r) =

(t-T(x))- H (t-T(x)- ,(x))]}

(2)

If one were to substitute (2) into (1), it is true that the data
are linearly related to the slip rate amplitude,but the data are
not linearly related to the two temporal parameters T and •.
The linearity between the slip rate amplitude and the data

formsthebasis
fortheinversion
methods
ofSpudi
ch[1980],
of thefauitplanecoordinates
(x•,x2).Depending
onone'sa Olsonand Apsel [1982],and Hartzell and Heaton [1983].In

priori knowledgeabout the faulting processor computational
difficulty, simplifying assumptions are often made about
these four parameters [e.g., Aki, 1968; Anderson and Richards, 1975;Heaton and Helmberger, 1979;Bouchon, 1982].
For example, the Hartzell and Helmberger [1982] model
assumesthat everywhere on the fault the dip-slip component
is zero, the rise time is a constant, and the rupture velocity is

the latter two methods, somea priori parameterizationof the
temporal variables must be made before .invertingthe data to
obtain a distributionof slip rate amplitudes.

Another aspectof the kinematic modelingthat (2) highlights is the trade-off between rupture velocity, determined
by T(x), and the duration r (x) which has been demonstrated
by Anderson and Richards [1975]. Although a trade-off
exists, the results of Anderson and Richards show that it

takes a 300% change in dui-ationto compensatefor a 17%
changein rupture velocity. Although we cannot quantify the

Oi
(_Y,
t):/dtIffõ(X)'Ti
(X,ttl'Y)dA

trade-off,it is clear that the parametersr (x) and T (x) can

i:1,2,3A

whichinvolvesonly T(x).

trade-off in the second term of (2) but not in the first term,

/i X,
•/// •

FAULTING

,

MODEL

Forward Modeling

In themorethan300faulting
models
wehavetried,almost
; Y2

every parameter has been varied. The final Green's func-

tionsare computedUsingthe elasticparameters
givenin
• (•)

T (Z)

I•1

Table 1. In our first approximation we used a surficial S
wave velocity of 800 m/s, about a factor of four larger than
the data [Shannon and Wilson, Inc., and Agbabian Associates, 1976]. To improve the timing between P and S waves

andto improve
thetimingbetween
S andSSphases,
we

decided on a 400 m/s surficial velocity as a compromise
between computational costs and a better fit between the
y,
T
syntheticsand the data. We assumeda maximum fault length
Fig. 5. Schematicpicture of the parametersnecessaryto evalu- of 35 km from the epicenter for the Imperial fault. We
ate the representationtheorem, The observercoordinatesare desig- determined that a plane dipping 80ø NE with a maximum
natedby Yi;thefaultplanecoordinates
byX•. Thedipof thefaultis plunge of 13 km gave the best results. With the elastic
shownby/5. The slipratefunctionis definedby fourparameters:
3:•
(strike-slip
rate),•2 (dip-sliprate),T (rupturetime)and(duration)
all properties of the medium and the geometry of the Imperial
fault fairly well set, we would assumea slip rate function g
of which can vary as a function of X•, X2. In our casethe mediumis
allowedto be verticallyinhomogeneous
but laterally homogeneous. (x, t, T, •) and compute synthetic seismograms[Spudich,
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1981]to be comparedwith the data. We definedthe four slip
rate parameterson a 182-pointgrid which had 1-km spacing
in the downdip direction and 2.5-kin spacingalong strike.

ing, we specifieda minimumof eightpointsper wavelength.

Spudich's [1981] method interpolates on the array of input
parameters to guarantee a minimum of six samples per

At first we used only the data of E03, E05, E06, E07, E08,
Ell, HVP, and BCR to constrain our selection of g (x, t, T,
r). Later, EMO was added and much later in our modeling
E04. Thus the synthetics at E01, E02, EDA, El0, El2, and
El3 are predictedfrom the faulting model determinedby the

wavelength
for a givenfrequency.
In ourparticular
model-

other stations.

Depending
onthelocalshearwavevelocityat a givendepth,
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Table 2. Values of RuptureTimes on the Imperial Fault
Distance, km

Depth,
km

0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

15.0

17.5

20.0

22.5

0.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

5.5
4.5
4.3
3.5
2.6
1.9
1.2
0.4
0.0
0.4

6.3
5.2
4.9
4.5
3.9
3.2
2.5
2.0
1.7
2.0

6.6
5.2
4.8
4.6
4.2
3.5
3.2
3.1
3.0
3.1

7.2
5.7
5.0
4.8
4.4
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.7

10.0

0.9

2.2

3.2

3.7

11.0
12.0
13.0

1.3
1.6
1.8

2.4
2.6
2.7

3.3
3.3
3.4

3.8
3.9
3.9

7.8
6.5
5.6
5.5
5.1
4.7
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

8.4
7.0
6.2
6.0
5.6
5.1
5.0
4.9
4.9
4.9
½.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

8.9
7.6
6.8
6.4
6.2
5.9
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.8

9.8
8.0
7.4
7.1
6.9
6.6
6.6
6.4
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.2
6.2

10.6
8.5
7.8
7.3
7.0
6.9
6.8
6.7
6.6
6.6
6.7
6.6
6.6
6.5

11.3
9.1
8.3
7.9
7.7
7.5
7.0
6.9
6.9
6.8
7.0
6.8
6.8
6.7

25.0
12.0
9.8
9.3
8.8
8.4
8.3
7.6
7.5
7.4
7.6
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.3

27.5

12.3
10.5
10.0
9.6
9.4
9:4
9.0
8.8
8.7
8.8
8.8
8.7
8.6
8.6

30.0

12.6
11.1
10.7
10.4
10.1
10.4
9.8
9.7
9.6
9.7
9.6
9.5
9.5
9.4

32.5

35.0

13.3
11.7
11.6
11.3
11.5
11.3
10.6
10.5
10.4
10.4
10.4
10.3
10.2
10.2

13.9
12.4
12.3
12.3
12.3
12. t
11.4
11.3
11.2
11.2
11.3
11.2
11.0
11.0

Rupture times have been rounded to the nearest tenth of a second.

Our choiceof the stationsusedto constrainthe faulting
model was not random. If one takes a careful look at the

primary low-frequencymotionwould be understoodand the

faultingmodelwouldserveasthebasisfor analysis
of the

data,especiallythe horizontalcomponents(Figures3 and4),
high-frequency
pulses.The verticalsare simplypredictions
it is easyto seethat thereare certainpulseshapescommon of the model.
to differentgroupsof stations.For example,thepulseshapes
'
on the 323ø componentof HVP, E03, and E02 are quite Imperial Fault
similar.Of course,thereis theobvioussimilarityof 53øpulse
The spatialdistributionsof the four slip rate parameters
shapesat E04, E05, E06, and E07. We felt that if we could (strike-sliprate amplitude•(x), dip-sliprate amplitude•2(x),
determine the pulse shapesof one or two membersof a a rupturetime T(x) from which a rupturevelocityis derived,
group, the othersmight be well predicted.Another criterion and duration r (x)) are shownin Figure 6. For reference,
was the amplitudeof differentpulses.The coherentpulse stationsE06 andE07 are at 24.9km alongstrike,EM0 at 16.9
shapesare alsoassociated
with the maximumamplitudeat a km, and BondsCornerat 3.5 km (Figure 1).
givenstation.We werenotoverlyconcerned
withfittinglate
Strike-slip rate. The most obvious feature of the strikearrivingenergysincethe further in time we computethe sliprateamplitudeis the concentration
of the largestamplisynthetics,
themorepronounced
becomethe errorsresulting tudesat depthsgreaterthan 5 km. This corresponds
to the
from the errorsin the assumedvelocitymodel.However,we earlierresultsof Hartzell and Helmberger[1982],Olsonand
couldnot ignorethe amplitudesof the first arrivingenergy. Apsel [1982], and Archuleta [1982b].The contoursalso show
Even low passed, the particle velocity at E06 and E07 threeregionson the fault wherethe sliprate is largerthanin
exceeds0.8 m/s. Thoughthe amplitudes
decreasefor sta- the surroundingarea: Near the hypocenterthe slip rate
tionsfartherfromthe fault, thereis a rate of decreasethatis maximumis about0.82 m/s; at 20 km from the hypocenter
important, so amplitudesat more distant stationslike E03 and a depthof 11 km the maximumis 0,94 m/s; and at 30 km
cannotbe ignored.Even thoughthe 53øcomponentsat E06 and a depthof 9 km the largestslip rate is 1.05 m/s on the
andE07 are similarin shapeandamplitude,the 323øcompo- fault. One couldarguethat the presenceof sliprate concennents are not. Equally important is the fact that E06 and E07 trationslooks like the result of Hartzell and Helmberger
haveany significant
amplitudeat all on the 323øcomponent [1982],but the amplitudesshownin Figure 6 are 2.5 times
consideringhow nearly nodal these stations are for such smallerandthe locationsare significantly
different.We have
motion. The final major considerationwas geographical tailored the strike-sliprate amplitude combinedwith the
location.Bond'sCorner(BCR) hassmallamplitudes
onboth duration,discussed
below,to approximate
the slipdistribuhorizontals,butit is the U.S. stationclosestto theepicenter; tion observedat the earth's surface[Sharp et al., 1982].
Meloland(EMO) is the stationbetweenthe epicenterandthe Becauseof the low shearmodulusand the slowvelocityof
arraystationsandcloseto thefaulttrace,andwherepossible rupturein the sediments,the near-surfaceslip rate contribwe tried to pair up stationseastand westof the fault (e.g., utesvery little to the radiation.Our modelingeffortsimply
E03-E11, E05-E08, and E06-E07). Althoughstationslike that the surfacemeasurements
providedlittle constrainton
Brawley Airport (BRA), ParachuteTest Site (PTS), and the strike-sliprate parameters.The slip rate is generally
Westmorland(WSM) might have providedmore resolution quite small for depths less than 5 km. This feature is
offaultingontheBrawleyandImperialfaults,computational substantially
differentfrom the otherfaultingmodelsfor this
costsprevented us from consideringstationsmore than 35 earthquake.We were forced to use a smallslip rate in the
km from the epicenter.
sedimentsin order to keep small the free surfacereflected
We gave no priority to fitting the vertical componentof phasessS and SS. This phasewhich arrivesabout6 s after S
motion.For highfrequencies
it is probablythe mostimpor- can easily be seen in the data and syntheticson the 53ø
tant componentof motionand the leastreadily explainedin componentof motion at stationsE04, E05, E06, E07, and
.

terms of simplefault dynamics[Archuleta, 1982b]. We felt

that if we could match the horizontalcomponents,the

E08.

Dip-sliprate. The spatialdistributionof the dip-sliprate
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amplitudes complements the strike-slip rate. The distribution coincides

with

observed

surface

measurements.

The

maximum dip-slip rate of 0.55 m/s occurs about 30 km from
the epicenter and rapidly decreasesto zero at about 6 km
depth. Becausethe dip-sliprate is confinedto the sediments
where the shear modulus is small and the rupture front
arrives later, the radiation due to the dip-slip component of
slip rate is small and arrives mostly after the direct S waves.
Duration. The duration grossly resembles the distribu-

tion of the strike-sliprate amplitude,thoughthe durationis
smoother. The duration shows a broad region where it is
greater than or equal to 1.5 s with a maximum duration of 1.9
s in the 12 to 22-km range. The duration values can be
changedby a couple of tenths of secondswithout seriously
affectingthe synthetics, but they cannot be varied by a full
second. The maximum

duration of 1.9 s is less than the time

for a shear wave to travel half the width of the fault plane.
The durationis not controlledby the entire width of the fault
plane [Archuleta and Day, 1980; Day, 1982a] but a smaller
length scale. This smaller length scale may result from the

elasticvelocitiesvaryingwith depth.The maximumduration
of 1.9 s is much shorterthan the time for the rupture to reach
the end of the fault, approximately 11 s, and thus our model
of the Imperial Valley earthquake does not support the
lengthscalinghypothesisof Scholz[1982]. Althoughwe tried
durations that were constant everywhere on the fault, no
constant value would generate pulse widths consistentwith
all the data. Durations

much smaller than 1 s are not well

resolved by our low passeddata. Since we are considering
frequenciesof 0-1.0 Hz, the slip rate function will approximate a delta function for all durations much less tha n 1.0 s.

Rupture time. The most unexpectedfeature of the faulting modelis the spatialdistributionof the rupture time. The
contourlinesof rupturetime showthe positionof the rupture
front at equal 1-s intervals of time. Large areasbetween two
successivetime intervalsindicatea fast rupture velocity, and
smallregionsindicate a slow rupture velocity. Unfortunately, the contoursdo not reveal the completepicture. In Table
2 the actual values of the rupture time used to compute the
syntheticsare given. Specialcare mustbe taken in determining average local rupture velocities near the region, 17.522.5 km, where the rupture abruptly accelerates.The basic
characterof the rupture velocityis observedat the hypocentral depth of 8 km. For reference,the S wave velocity is 3.25
km/s. The rupture starts slowly at about 1.5 km/s and
continuouslyacceleratesto about 4 km/s at 10 km. From 10
to 17.5km, the rupture velocity is nearly constant.Near 17.5
km the rupture abruptly acceleratesto 9.8 km/s. The rupture
rapidly decelerates in the range 22.5-27.5 km where the
average rupture velocity is 1.9 km/s. Around 27.5 km the
rupture velocity again acceleratesgiving an average velocity
of 3.0 km/s for the final 7.5 km of faulting. The overall
average rupture velocity is 3.1 km/s, which is 0.94 times the
local shearwave velocity. In placeswhere the local rupture
velocity exceedsthe P wave speed, the rupture processis
causal since the average rupture velocity, distance from
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hypocenterdividedby time after origin, is still lessthan the
P wave speed. Areas of locally fast rupture are simply
regionswhere the stresswas relaxed nearly simultaneously.
Suppose that every point in an area is close to failure.
Further supposethat the point farthestfrom the hypocenter
fails at precisely the time at which the rupture from the
hypocenterreachesthis area. The rupturefrom the far side
of this area will be propagatingtoward the rupturefrom the
hypocenter.Even thoughboth rupturesmay have speeds
lessthan the $ wave speed,the simpledivisionof Ax by At

givesa localrupturevelocityexceeding
Vsandpossibly
Vp.
Although our distributionof rupture velocity is definedin
more detail, its general character is quite similar to the
rupture velocity of Olson and Apsel's [1982] model. Our

areas where the rupture is slow, the slip rate amplitude
decreases.This correlation is strongestin the 10- to 30-km
range for depths greater than 5 km. A similar correlation is
found in Day's [1982b] results.

Static slip. The distributionof the static strike-slipand
dip-slipamplitudeson the Imperialfault is shownin Figure
7. The staticslip is simplythe productof sliprate amplitude
and the duration. Overall, the static slip distribution is
similarto the sliprate distribution.The maximumstrike-slip
offsetof 1.78 m occursat 20 km and a depthof 10 km. The
averagestrike-slipoffset for the entire fault is 0.41 m; by
coincidencethis is exactly the averageoffsetof the surface
measurements[Archuleta, 1982b]. The maximum dip-slip
offset of 0.22 m occurs at the surface. The seismic moment

average rupture velocity between 10 and 30 km is less than

for the Imperialfault is 6.4 x 10•8 N m; 98.5%comesfrom

4.0 km/s, however. Having a rupture velocity that exceeds
the local shear wave speed and in one instance the local
compressionalspeedmay be unusual,but it is not unphysical
[Burridge, 1973; Andrews, 1976; Das and Aki, 1977; Das,
1981; Day, 1982b]. In fact, this highly variable rupture
velocity may provide informationabout the stressesacting
on the fault during the rupture [Das and Aki, 1977; Virieux
and Madariaga, 1982;Day, 1982b].
There is an important correlationbetween the rupture
velocity and slip rate amplitude in this model. With the
exception of the region near the hypocenter, where the
rupture velocity is fast, the slip rate amplitude is high; in

the strike-slip offset.
The amount of right-lateral slip is consistentwith strain
accumulationsince 1940. If one integratesan aseismicstrain
of 59 farad(averageof trianglesS• and S2[Snayet al., 1982])
over a distance equal to the depth of faulting, 13 km, the
tectonically accumulated slip since 1940 is 1.54 m. In an

earlierpaper[Archuleta,1982b]we erroredin our analysisof
the straindata and incorrectlyconcludedthat the accumulated strain since 1940 could not account for the cosiesmic

strainreleaseof the 1979main shock.In fact, the analysisby
Snay et al. [1982] shows that the coseismic strain release is

only 60% of the tectonicallyaccumulatedstrain since 1940.
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Fig. 9a. Comparisonof three componentsof syntheticparticle velocity time historieswith the data at stationsE01,
E02, E03, and E04. All componentsare plotted to the same amplitude scale. For stationswhere absolutetime was
available (E01, E02, and E04), the synthetics have been aligned accordingly; for stations where absolute was not
available (E03), the synthetics have been shifted for the best fit. This shift is generally less than 1.0 s from the trigger
time of nearby stations. Stations E01 and E02 were not used to constrain the faulting model.

Brawley fault. First, the geometry of the Brawley fault in
this area is not well determined. Although the surfacebreaks
Besidesthe highly variable rupture velocity on the Imperi- are not continuous(Figure 1), they trend almost due north,
al fault, the next most unusual aspect was faulting on the which we assumed to be the strike. To model the Brawley
Brawley fault zone, Figure 1 [Sharp, 1976]. The surface fault zone, we assumed a vertical fault of 10-km length that
measurements of Sharp et al. [1982] and creep measure- begins at its intersection with the Imperial fault,
mentsby Cohn et al. [ 1982] suggestedthat slip occurredat or 115ø28.65'W, 32ø48.90'N, about 22.3 km northwest of the
near the time that the Imperial fault ruptured. The surface epicenter. Aftershock locations by Boore and Fletcher
measurementsshowed small dip-slip and strike-slip offset, [ 1982], seismicityin 1976near the northern end of this 10-km
and the length of faulting was only about 10 km. Compared break [Johnsonand Hadley, 1976], and seismicityin 1977at
to the Imperial fault, any faulting on the Brawley fault might the intersection of the Brawley fault with the Imperial fault
be assumed to be insignificant. With that assumption we [Johnson and Hill, 1982] indicate a maximum seismogenic
tried almost 200 faulting models for the Imperial fault and depth of about 8 km. After trying about 30 modelsof various
failed to model the 323øcomponentof motion at stationsE06 slip rate parameters, somewith dips of 80øW and somewith
and E07. The amplitude of the 323ø component at E06 is depths down to 10 km, we decided on a faulting model
almost half the amplitude of the 53ø component which is the shown in Figure 8. The secondconstraint is that slip on the
largest of all the data.
Brawley fault must produce particle motion that compleIncluding the Brawley fault was the last major perturba- ments the motion generated by the Imperial fault. This
tion to the faulting model. There are few constraints on the constraintis totally dependenton the model of the Imperial

Brawley Fault
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fault;as such,it oftencreateda dilemmaasto whichfaulting superpositionof the Brawley fault syntheticswith those of
modelshouldbe perturbedto producea better fit.
the Imperialfault, the Brawleyfault startedrupturingabout
Althoughthe surfacemeasurements[Sharp et al., 1982] 1 s after the rupturefront on the Imperialfault had passed
showedvertical motion, east sideup, of the order of 0.10- the intersection of the two faults. Note that the intersection
0.15 m, the primary motion at depth is right-lateral strike of thetwo faultsis thepointat whichtherupturevelocityon
slip. The strike-sliprate is generally confinedto a narrow the Imperialfault abruptlydecelerates(Figure6). The static
region between 2- and 6-km depth with the amplitudes strike-slipcomponentis largestnear the southernend of the
taperingoff as one movesnorthwardon the Brawley fault. Brawleyfaultwith a smallareahavingslipvaluesnear0.8 m.
The maximumstrike-sliprate is 0.44 m/s at a depthof 4 km. The averagestrike-slipoffsetis 0.36 m. The dip-slipstatic
The dip-sliprate distributionis considerablydifferentfrom offsetis substantially
lessthan the strikeslip. Althoughthe
the strike-sliprate distribution.The dip-sliprate is rather dip-sliprate grewprogressivelylargeras onemovedsouthto
uniform in depth but increasesfrom south to north. The northon the Brawleyfault, that is not true of the staticdipmaximum dip-slip amplitudeof 0.14 m/s is considerably slipdistribution.
At the surfacethe predictedcoseismic
dipsmallerthanthat for the strike-slipcomponent.The duration slip offset is about 0.06 m. The seismic moment of the
is not well constrained.The two featureswhichare required Brawleyfault is 2.7 x 1017N m.
are the general decrease in duration as one moves from south

to northalongthe Brawleyfault andthe generallengthof the
duration.The rupture time is a smoothfunction on the fault
andis well approximated
by a constantrupturevelocity0.95
times the local shear wave velocity. On the basis of the

SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS

Syntheticparticlevelocitytime historiescomputedfrom
the combined
faultingmodelsfor the ImperialandBrawley
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particle
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thefaulting
model.Seecaption
of Figure9a forfurther
explanations.

when
faultsare compared
with 48 components
of datain Figures the misfit. However, there are many circumstances
9a-9d. The time scalefor the data and syntheticsis seconds thesemethodswouldfail to give an accuratepictureof the

asafterorigintime;thedatatraceshavebeenaligned
according misfit. For example,supposea syntheticseismogram,
to the triggertime whenabsolutetime was available.For sumedto be oscillatory,exactlyoverlaysa datatraceexcept
thosestationsnot havingabsolutetime, we shiftedthe data that the syntheticis slightlyphaseshifted.A leastsquares
tracesfor the bestalignmentwith the synthetics.All compo- estimateof the misfit would hardly be representative,espenentsat a givenstationwereshiftedequallyandby lessthan cially if one considersthat the phaseshiftmay be a conse1 scompared
to thetriggertimeat nearbystations
whichdid quenceof a slightlyincorrectvelocitymodel.Withinwhat
tolerableerrorsdue to assumptions
have absolutetime. All amplitudesare shownto the same mightbe considered
or thestructure
of
scale.As mentionedearlier, our primaryeffortswere direct- aboutthefaultplane,faultingparameters,
ed toward matchingthe horizontalcomponentsat 10 sta- the medium,the fit would be consideredexcellent.The
phrase
is "tolerable
errors."Sincetheprobabilitions:E03, E04, E05, E06, E07, E08, Ell, HVP, EMO and operational
functionfor errorsin the syntheticseismoBCR. The syntheticseismograms
for the verticalcompo- ty distribution
gramsis unknown,it is not possibleto be rigorousin
nentsand the other stationsare predictionsof the model.
measures
of misfitbetweensyntheticseismograms
Before examiningthe syntheticseismograms,
we want to assigning
discussfor a momentgoodness
of fit in generalterms.To our and data. We are left with visualcomparisonand geophysiit alsohas
knowledge,there is no universalmethodfor assigning
a caljudgment.Althoughthishassomedrawbacks,
quantitative
measure
to thegoodness
offit between
synthet- some merit. A positive aspectis that one's eyes are not
ics and data. There are techniques, for example, least

squares
andcrosscorrelation,
thatprovidesomeestimate
of

easilymisledwhenthereis a straightforward
comparison
of
synthetics
anddata.Sinceall theamplitudes
andphases
will
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not be matchedperfectly,it is importantto havesomeidea
aboutwhich piecesof the data are more importantthan
others.To the degreethat one can examinesynthetics
generatedby differentmodels,one can assimilatea quasiquantitativefeelingaboutthe goodnessof fit.
First, we considerthe generalaspectsof the synthetic
seismograms
thatagreewiththedata.Thepercentage
error
betweenthemaximumpeak-to-peak
amplitude
in theS wave

so ill-definedthat we haveno confidence
in selectingan
amplit•ude.
The peakamplitudes
arenottheonlymeasureof
agreement.The correspondence
of the phasesis equally
important.
For the$ wavepacketthephases
of thesynthet-

icsagreewith the datawithin0.5 s or less.Althoughany
particularcomponent
of synthetic
particlevelocitymaynot
agree well with the data, we think one should consider the

overallfit amongdifferentcomponents
at a particularstation

packetof the data and the corresponding
peak-to-peak as well as the fit from station to station.
amplitudein the syntheticsis plottedin Figure 10. The
Figure9a showscomparisons
of syntheticsand data for
percentage
erroris generally
lessthan50%andoftenless stationsE01 (26.4,21.6), E02 (24.9, 15.3),E03 (24.0, 12.6),
than 30% except for stations farthest from the fault. Aland E04 (24.1, 6.9), wherethe (y•, Y2) coordinates
are
thoughwe have been rigorousin making sure we are

measured
with respectto the Imperialfault originshownin

comparing
theamplitudes
fromthesamePhases,
theresults Figure1. The dataare alwaysshownas the uppertraceof
shouldbe takenin conjunction
with the visualcomparisons each pair and are labeled with the station name. The
in Figures9a-9d. In fact, we do not assignan errorto the synthetics
at E0! andE02 werepredictedby the model.The
323ø componentat E04 and E08 becauseit is not clear what mostdisconcerting
misfitoccursonthe323øcomponent
after
amplitudes
Should
becompared.
In a grosssense
theampli- the arrivalof the directS waves.For example,at E03 the
tudesof the synthetics
at thesetwo stationsare roughly synthetic(323ø) tracksthe datavery well throughthe first

equal
tothedata,buttheparticular
phase
inthesynthetic
is peak-trough-peak
cycle. However, the syntheticcontinues
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strongly dependent on the slip-rate amplitude in the sediments. To match the synthetic SS pulse.:•withthe data

requiresthe model to have small sl'p-atei :g•rfiplitudes
at
• 5o

o

•
!

depthsshallowerthan 5 km.
•::"
.....
The data and synthetics for E 10 (24.1, -8.8), E11 (23.1,

o
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Fig. 10. The percentage error between the maximum peak-topeak amplitude in the data and the correspondingpeak-to-peak
amplitude in the syntheticsfor the horizontal componentsin Figures

9a-9d.Because
wecannotidentifya corresponding
phasein the323ø
syntheticat E04 and E08, no error is plotted. Excepting the stations
farthest from the fault, the percentage error is generally less than
50% and often less than 30%.

with a substantialtrough-peak motion that is not as amplified
in the data. The strength of this phase detracts from the fit
between the syntheticsand the data for the 323ø component
at E01, E02, and E03. In many ways the synthetics at E04
represent our worst fit between all the synthetics and data.
Because the synthetics at E03 and E05 agree relatively well
with the data, the misfit at E04 is somewhat surprising. We
know from other fault models we tried that we can trade off

the fit on the 323ø component with that on the 53ø component. The shoulderon the 53øcomponentat about 15 s comes
from the Brawley fault, an indication that the model of the
Brawley fault could use more refinement. Although one
cannot see much detail in the vertical components at this
scale, the fact that the synthetics also have small amplitudes
is encouraging.
Figure 9b showsthe data and syntheticsat E05 (25.2, 3.6),
E06 (24.9, 1.0), E07 (24.9, -1.0), and E08 (24.9, -4.3).
Except for the 323ø component at E08, the syntheticsfit the
data reasonablywell. There are four features to note. First is
the 323øcomponentat E06 and E07. Although by theory this
component should be practically nodal for a rupture on the
Imperial fault, it clearly is not, nor is it antisymmetric even
though from the location of E06 and E07 it should be nearly
so. This occurs because this component is influenced by
rupture on the Brawley fault, which is discussedin a later
section. The second element is the vertical fit. Although it is
far from perfect, the synthetics and data at E05, E07, and
E08 show a definite similarity. In particular, the first energy
arriving at about 9 s is associated with the large-amplitude
vertical accelerations. The source of this energy is the fault
area on which the local rupture velocity is extremely fast and
variable. The third aspect is that on the 53ø componentthe
synthetics show the same amplitude and double-sided character as the data. The strike-slip rate concentrations have
amplitudesabout 0.8 m/s. Since geometricalspreadingattenuates the amplitude by l/R, the fact that the low-passed
particle velocities have maximum amplitudes about 0.8 m/s
suggeststhat there is a considerableamount of constructive
interference of waves from different parts of the fault. The
last feature to note is the small pulse in the data, arriving at
about 18-20 s on the 53ø component.This pulse, observable
in the synthetics, is SS. The amplitude of this pulse is

-13.0), El2 (22.5,-18.3), and El3 (24.1,-22.2) are shown in
Figure 9c. Of this group, only the data at E11 were used in
constrainingthe faulting model; the synthetics at El0, El2,
and El3 are predictions. The basic pulse shapesof the data
are reproduced by the synthetics even on the vertical;
however, the amplitudes of these synthetics are too large,

particularly at El2 and El3. Station El3 is located in and
station El2 is located near the region where the sediment
thicknessin the Imperial Valley is rapidly decreasing[Kohler and Fuis, 1983]. If the sediments were more rigid than
assumedin our model, the synthetics would be larger than
the data.

The final four stationsfor which we computed synthetics
are the free-field site at Meloland overpass, EMO (16.9,
-0.5); Holtville Post Office, HVP (16.3, 7.5); the SMA-1 at
the E1 Central differential array, EDA (23.9,-5.3); and
Bonds Corner, BCR (3.5, 2.5). Because these stations are so
geographicallydiverse, they do not constitute a group in the
same sense as the preceding three figures. Meloland is not
well fit on either the 323ø or vertical component. In our trial
and error modeling, we found that almost no perturbation
could produce the waveforms on the 323ø and vertical
components. The part of the Imperial fault closest to the

station h'• the greatestinfluence on the 323ø and vertical
components;the 53ø component has contributed that result
from integrating the slip-rate contributions from the entire
fault. Of all the areas on the Imperial fault that show any
surficial en echelon fault traces, the most obvious place is
immediately adjacentto the Meloland station. At Meloland
the Imperial fault showstwo distinct surface traces [Sharp et
al., 1982, Plate 1]. Holtville is almost directly across the
Imperial fault from Meloland but 7.5 km off the strike. The
323ø component is well matched; the 53ø synthetic is similar
to the data, but the main pulse is too narrow; the vertical
synthetic has almost the same waveform as the data, but its
amplitudeis too large. Station EDA is between E08 and El0.
EDA has the same character of misfit as does E08 and E04.
Since we did not use the

The last station is Bonds Corner.

Mexican stations, Bonds Corner has the greatestinfluencein
determiningthe behavior of the rupture near the hypocenter.
The

most difficult

feature

of the data to match

at Bonds

Corner is the 2-s time difference between the clear pulse on
the 323ø component and the small first motion on the 53ø
component. The first motion on the 53ø componentis due to

the faultingin the immediatehypocentralregion.To obtain
any resemblance to the Bond's Corner record, we needed an

initially slow updip rupture with an increase in slip-rate
amplitude slightly shallower than the hypocenter. There is a
complicatedinterference between energy arriving from 8- to
10-km depth and that arriving from the 4- to 6-km depth
which eliminated the first motion on the 323ø synthetic.
In summary, the major discrepanciesbetween the synthetics and the data occur on the 323ø component at stations
EOA, E08, EDA, and EMO on some of the vertical components and at E01, El2, and El3 on the horizontal. The 323ø
component of data at E08 and EDA shows a distinctive
change in direction from 323ø to 143ø which is not found in
the synthetics. Models that mimic this pulse well tend to
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Fig. 11. Representative particle velocity time histories generated by rupture on the Brawley fault. Note how
differentcomponentsat a given stationare affected.Also note that stationE11 (and, althoughnot shown, El2 and El3)
is almost unaffectedby the Brawley faulting.

destroythe direct S wave pulse on the 53øcomponentat the
same stations. The models that do reproduce the 323ø
component at E08 have almost all the same features as those
shown in Figure 6, but the rupture velocity is slower in the
10- to 20-km range and almost instantaneousin the 17.5-22.5
range. The fit between the synthetics and the data for the
vertical motion is variable. In some cases (e.g., E05, E08)
the fit is rather good. The amplitudesand the phasesare both
good. At stations like E06 and E07 there are suggestionsof
the observedvertical motion, but the syntheticsare not very
good fits. Other syntheticslike HVP have too much vertical

amplitudethoughthe phaseis well matched,while EMO has
too little amplitude. Many of the stationshave no dominant
first arrival and low-amplitude surfacewaves. In these cases
the syntheticssuccessfullymatch the ratio of the amplitude
of the body waves with the surfacewaves. It is very difficult
to match the precise phase of short-period surface waves
sincethey require a precise knowledgeof the P and $ wave
velocity structure. The fact that the relative amplitude
between the synthetic body waves and surface waves is in

proportionto the observationsis encouraging.While the fit
between the syntheticsand the data is not perfect, the basic
characterof the faulting model is well defined. In the next
sectionswe describethe featuresof the data that require the
important aspectsof the faulting model.
Brawley Fault Contribution

One of the more unusual aspectsof the data is the large
amplitude of the 323ø component at E06 and E07. A more
subtleaspectis the amplitude in the 53ø direction at E05 and
E07 compared to the amplitude in the 233ø direction. SH
radiation from the fault southeastof the array station will
produceparticle motion in the 233ø direction. If the rupture
velocity were always less than the local S wave speed, we
would expectthe 233ødirectionto be amplifiedby directivity
(preferentialfocusingof radiated energy)from the propagating rupture. If this difference between the 53ø and 233ø
amplitudeswere due to the spatialdistributionof the sliprate
on the Imperial fault (e.g., larger slip rate north of the array),
E06 would also show the same ratio of amplitudes with the
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amplitudein the 53ødirectionexceedingthe amplitudein the
233 ø direction. E06 does not show this. These features of the

data can be explainedby slip on the Brawley fault. Although
the Brawley fault contributesonly •4%of the total seismic

moment, it has a marked effect on the ground motion of
nearby stations (Figure 11). Figure 11 shows most of the
stationsthat were strongly affected by slip on the Brawley
fault. Another station that might have recorded significant
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motion from the Brawley fault would be Brawley airport
(BRA), which is not included in this study. It is obvious from
Figure 11 that the Brawley fault affects the nearby stations
differently. For example, at E05 the 53ø component is most
affected, whereas the 323ø component at E06 is most affected.

Having determined that the Brawley fault produced
ground motion that complemented the motion from the
Imperial fault, we questioned the necessity of having a
northeast dip on the Imperial fault. The strike of the Brawley
fault immediately destroys the symmetry between stations
east and west of the Imperial fault. The Brawley fault does
explain the major differences between E06 and E07, but it
does not explain the amplitude differences for stations
farther from the fault. The motion generatedby the Brawley
fault is too small and too late at stations like E03 and E 11. A

northeastdip on the Imperial fault is still required to explain
the data.

Figures 12a and 12b illustrate the contribution of the
Brawley fault to the total motion at E06 and E07, respectively. The total synthetic is divided into the contributions from
the Imperial fault and from the Brawley fault. The most
obvious contribution is to the 323ø componentof motion at
E06 and E07. The Imperial fault generatesparticle velocities
that are nearly nodal and reflected images of each other.
Because E07 is farther away from the Brawley fault, the
contribution

to E07

is smaller

than that to E06.

At E06

(Figure 12a) the particle velocity from the Brawley fault adds
to the particle velocity from the Imperial fault, while at E07
(Figure 12b) the particle velocity due to the Imperial fault
subtractsfrom the 323ø particle velocity generated by the
Brawley fault. This showswhy the 323øtime history at E07 is
not the reflection of the 323ø time history at E06. The effect
of the Brawley fault on the 53ø componentof motion is less
obvious. At E06 (Figure 12a) the Brawley fault subtractsa
little from the motion in the negative direction due to the
Imperial fault but adds to the motion in the 53ø direction. At
E07 the Brawley fault contributes a larger pulse in the 53ø
direction, and the pulse arrives later. Hence at E07 the
Brawley fault subtractssubstantiallyfrom the particle velocity in the 233ødirection while addingto the motion in the 53ø
direction. It is difficult to say whether the vertical motion
from the Brawely fault helps or hinders the fit between
synthetic seismogramsand data at E06 and E07.

subshearvelocity on the segmenttime historiesis to shift the
10- to 20-km and 20- to 30-km time histories to successively
later time. Looking at Figure 13a, one can see how the total
synthetic will be generated under the assumption of a
subshearrupture velocity. The amplitudesin 0-10 km might
be adjusted to fit the first motion in the 323ø direction, but
the obvious trough in the data on the 323ø component will
have to come from the 10- to 20-km range, which implies
large slip rates in this region. The large positive motion
(motion in the 323ø direction) generated by the 10- to 20-km
range will have to be countered by the trough from the 20- to
30-km segment.Large slip rates in the 10- to 20-km range are
necessarybecausewith a subshearrupture velocity, the only
negative motion (motion in the 143ødirection) that can arrive
at the correct time relative to the first 10 km (i.e., the origin
time) must be associatedwith the second small trough of the
10- to 20-km synthetic.
There is a severe penalty for adjusting the amplitudes in
this way. One has only to look at Figure 13b to see the
consequences.The 53ø component at E06 is going to change
dramatically. Any large increase in the slip rates in the 10- to
20-km range will produce a large trough on the 53ø component. Depending on the time shift of the 20- to 30-km range,
radiation from the 20- to 30-km segmentwill either add to the
particle velocity in the negative direction, making it even
more negative, or it will subtract from the amplitude of the
peak in the 53ødirection. The net effect is to producea pulse
2 to 3 times larger in the 233ødirection and diminishthe pulse
in the 53ø direction. Instead of nearly symmetricwaveform,
the 53øcomponent will have a singletrough whose amplitude
greatly exceeds the data. In order to find a reasonable fit
between synthetics and data for stations near and far from
the Imperial fault, it was necessary to have a highly variable
rupture velocity that is extremely fast in certain places on
the Imperial fault.
Because the rupture velocity exceeds the shear wave
velocity over a fairly large part of the fault, we might expect
to seea strongwave front propagatingaway from the fault at

anangleabout35ø(O = tan• Vs/Vr)measured
fromthestrike.
After computingsynthetic particle velocitiesdue only to the
radiationfrom the Imperial fault segment10-25 km, the only
indicationof the fast rupture velocity was the relatively large
amplitudesof the 323ø component. This indicator is rather
weak sinceour 323ø syntheticsgenerally exceedthe data for
stations farther than 15 km from the fault trace. Neverthe-

Constraint on Rupture Time

In this section, we examine how different segmentsof the
fault contribute

to the total motion at E03 and E06 to see

why the rupture time parameterfor the Imperial fault has its
spatial distribution. We divide the Imperial fault into three
equal segmentsmeasured from the epicenter: 0-10, 10-20,
and 20-30 km and ignorethe last 5 km. The syntheticparticle
velocity time histories from these three segmentsplus the
total syntheticfor the Imperial fault are shownin Figures 13a
and 13bfor E03 and E06, respectively.The amplitudesof the
syntheticsfrom the three fault segmentshave been multiplied by two.
The gross effect of adjusting the rupture time is to move
the radiation from these segmentsindividually to a different
arrival time. We perturbed the rupture time from a subshear
rupture velocity for almost a hundred models. If we fit the
amplitudes recorded by stations near the fault, we could
generateonly very small amplitudeson the 323ø component
at the more distant

stations such as E03. The effect of a

less, if one assumesthat the supershearregionis between 10
and 25 km on the fault, the maximumeffectof the supershear
rupture will be most noticeable on the array stationsabout 12
km off the fault, a distancethat correspondscloselywith E03
and E11. The 323ø componentof data changesdramatically
between E04 (Y2 = 6.9 km) and E03 (Y2 = 12.6 km). The
waveformsare different, and the peak-to-peakamplitudeat
E03 is 84% largerthan the peak-to-peakamplitudeat E04. A
similar effect occurs between EDA (Y2 = -5.3 km) and El0
(Y2= -8.8 km). The waveforms change,but the peak-to-peak
amplitudeat EDA is just slightly greater than that at El0.
The 323ø componentsat El0 and Ell (Y2 = -13.0 km) are
similar in amplitudeand shape, but at El2 (Y2 = -18.3 km)
the peak-to-peak amplitude is only about half of the amplitude at E 11.

Constraint on Slip Rate Distribution

The grossform of the slip rate distribution (Figure 7) is not
that different from Olson and Apsel [1982] or Hartzell and
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Fig. 14. To illustrate which part of the Imperial fault is the probable cause for the large-amplitudevertical
accelerations[seeArchuleta, 1982b]and to see the contributionfrom the fault north of the array stations,the Imperial

fault is dividedinto three segments:
5-15, 15-25, and 25-35 km. The particlevelocity,multipliedby 2, from eachof
thesesegmentsis plotted.The leadingpositivepulseon the verticalcomponentis associatedwith the largeamplitude
accelerations.Obviously, the 15- to 25-km range is the primary contributorto this vertical pulse.

rates found here and those presented by Hartzell and
Helmberger [1982], Olson and Apsel [1982], and Hartzell
and Heaton [ 1983]is the size of the amplitudesat depthsless
than 5 km. In our model we have almost no strike-slip
cannot be well constrained. There are features in the data,
amplitudesgreater than 0.2 m/s, whereas the other models
however, that do constrain the slip rate north of the array indicate slip rates of the order of 0.5-1.0 m/s. In our earlier
stations,for example, the double positive peaks on the 323ø discussionon the fit between the synthetics and data for
componentat E05 and the similarity of the 323ø waveforms stationsE05, E06, E07, and E08, we pointed out that small
at El0, Ell, and El2, which also show two distinct positive
amplitudesin this regionwere necessaryin order that we not
peaks (Figure 3). The second peak is a direct result of producea large SS phase. It was surprisinghow the Olson
faulting north of the array stations. In Figure 14 we show and Apsel and Hartzell and Heaton models could tolerate
how three 10-kmsegments(5-15, 15-25, and 25-35) combine suchamplitudeswithout overdrivingthe SS phase.A hint of
to producethe motion at E05. We have deliberatelydivided how this is allowed in their models is given by comparingthe
synthetics of Hartzell and Heaton's models W2 and 31,
the fault such that a division, 25 km, occurs very near the
point where the array stationscrossthe fault. Faultingin the which are quite similar in their distributionsof slip in the
25- to 35-km segmentgives rise to the secondpeak on the upper 5 km. Model 31 produces a pronounced SS phase
almost half as large as S, while model W2 producesalmost
323ø component.
Although the fault was not divided in the same way, the no SS amplitude (see Figure 19 of Hartzell and Heaton
[1983], stations EL5, EL7, EL8, 230ø, and Dif, 0ø.). Al10-km segmentsthat contribute to the particle motion at E06
and E03 (Figure 13) further demonstratethe need for signifi- thoughthere are somedifferencesbetween the model paramcant slip rate on the Imperial fault north of the array stations. etersof W2 and 31, the biggestdifferenceis that a given fault
In fact, without the slip rate contributionnorth of the array element in W2 can radiate at three separate times, whereas
stations, it does not seem possibleto match simultaneously in model 31 that particular element can radiate only once.
the data both near and far from the fault.
The multiple radiation from a given fault element is also
A major differencebetween the distributionof strike-slip common to the Olson and Apsel faulting model. Since our

Heaton [1983]with the exception of the slip rate in the 25- to
30-km range and our significantly smaller amplitudes at
shallowdepths.Sincethe rupturefront is movingaway from
the array stations, it was assumed that slip in this range
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the fault in producing the vertical synthetics (Figure 14).
Furthermore, the regions 15-20 km and 20-25 km are
equally important in generatingthe vertical particle velocity.
This area is precisely the area where the rupture front has its
fastest velocity and its maximum acceleration and decelera-
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Fig. 15. The peak vertical acceleration(crosses)recordedduring
the main shock is plotted versus distancefrom the fault. The peak
vertical acceleration due to P waves (solid circles) from an aftershock recorded

at the same stations about 2 1/: min after the main

shock have been scaled upward by a factor of 5 and plotted. Note
the difference in decay with distance for the main shock and
aftershockeven though the aftershockhypocenteris very near the
assumedsourceof the large-amplitudevertical accelerationsgenerated during the main shock.

modelingallows a given fault element to slip only once, we
have had to reduce the slip rate amplitudes for depths
shallowerthan 5 km to avoid a large SS phase.

The major acceleration and deceleration of the rupture
front was the most likely source effect given by Archuleta
[1982b]to explain the large-amplitudevertical accelerations,
although he pointed out that there was little direct evidence
to support such an idea. Olson and Apsel's [1982] results
indicate a supershearwave rupture velocity, but it is the
changein the rupture velocity and not its actual value that
leads to high-frequency radiation [Madariaga, 1977]. The
supershearrupture velocity does have the necessaryeffect
of altering the radiation pattern for P waves in that the
maxima of the radiation pattern will be pulled in closerto the
fault [Madariaga, 1977; Boatwright, 1980]. Of course, our
faulting model is based solely on low-frequency particle
velocity simulations. However, the leading pulse at low
frequency on the vertical components of E05, E06, E07,
E08, and EDA is associatedwith the high-frequency largeamplitude vertical accelerations.Although there is large slip
rate in the 15- to 20-km range, the fact that the 20- to 25-km
range, where the slip rate is about half what it is in the 15- to
20-km range, contributes almost equally to the vertical
motion, suggeststhat the slip rate amplitude itself, equivalently the local stressdrop, is not the principal explanation
for the large-amplitude vertical motion.
Further

evidence

that the LAVA's

cannot

be attributed

only to a large stressdrop comesfrom comparingthe vertical
accelerationsgeneratedby a ML 5.2 aftershock. Its location,
32ø46.39'N, 115ø25.63'W,9.4-km depth, origin time 2319:35
Vertical Motion
UT (P. Spudich, personal communication, 1983), places it
The lastpointwe wantto discussis a possibleexplanation (Figure 6) very near where the large-amplitude vertical
of the large-amplitudevertical accelerations(LAVA's) that accelerationsin the main shock must have originated if they
were observedprimarily at stationsE05, E06, E07, E08, and are direct P waves [Hartzell and Helmberger, 1982]. Since
EDA. A lengthy descriptionof these vertical accelerations the radiation from the aftershock was recorded on the same

and possibleexplanationsfor their origin was given by
Archuleta[1982b].The explanationsfor thesephasesfell

instruments, we can use its radiation as a Green's function

[Hartzell, 1978], presuming that its focal mechanism is
similarto the main shockat that point. In Figure 15 we have
plotted the maximum accelerationanywhere on the vertical
ImperialValley, slipin theupper5 km will generatea family component due to the main shock as a function of epicentral
of P wavesthat reflectoff the free surface(pP, PP), pass distance from the aftershock's epicenter. We have also
through a caustic, and create large vertical motion in a plotted the maximum vertical acceleration, multiplied by 5,
limitedrange.To be consistentwith the limitedrangeover due to the P waves generated by the aftershock. The
whichthe PP phaseis a maximum,the slip that generates aftershock accelerationshave been multiplied by 5 to agree
LAVA's must occur in the sediments about 5-6 km from the
approximately with the main shock accelerations recorded
hypocenter. To be consistent with the arrival time of these closest to the Imperial fault. The maximum main shock
large-amplitudevertical accelerations,the rupture front vertical acceleration at E06 has been divided by 3 [Mueller
mustreachthe areathat generatesthe PP phasesin about2.5 and Boore, 1981]. The comparisonclearly shows that the P
s. The faultingmodel we have determined(Figure 7) com- wave amplitudes from the aftershock decay with distance
pletely contradictsthe PP hypothesis.The rupture front much more slowly than the maximum vertical acceleration

into two camps:path effectand sourceeffect. Becauseof the
strongP wave velocity gradient in the upper 5 km of the

does not reach the critical area in the sediments until 4.2 s

due to the main shock. At stations E01, E02, E03, and Ell

after the origin time (Table 2). Furthermore, the dominant
vertical motion at E05, E06, E07, and E08 comesfrom the
15- to 25-km range on the Imperial fault (e.g., Figure 14).
Becauseof our rather poor fits to the vertical motion at E06
and E07, it might be arguedthat nothingdefinitivecan be

the main shockamplitudeis deficientby 1.5, 1.3, 0.8, and 1.6

m/s2, respectively
(El2 andEl3 did not recordthis after-

shock.). Because we selected the maximum vertical acceleration for the main shock, while the maximum P wave
accelerationof the aftershock may not have been recorded
deduced.At E05 and E08 the syntheticverticalcomponent becausethe SMA-1 is a triggered instrument, the acceleracrediblyresemblesthe data. We have segmented
the fault in tion discrepancyat each station is a minimum.

variouswaysandare absolutelycertainthatfor our faulting
Sincethe data are linearly relatedto the sliprate amplitude
modelthe 15-to 25-kmrangeis the mostimportantregionof (local stressdrop), by equalizingthe main shock and after-
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are close to the yield stress are the regions with locally supershearand supercompressional
rupture velocities.
(Reprinted with permission of the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America.)

shock accelerations for stations near the fault, we should
have nearly equal values far from the fault. This does not
happen. Lateral inhomogeneityof the velocity structure is
excluded since the origin of the LAVA's is nearly the same
as the aftershockhypocenter. We concludethat the dynamics of the main shock, for example, the rupture velocity,
strongly influencedthe double-coupleradiation rather than
having a large slip rate or, equivalently, a large stressdrop
generates the LAVA's.
DISCUSSION

Nonlinearity

In our experienceof trying almost 300 faulting models, we
found that the syntheticseismogramswere more sensitiveto
variationsin the rupture time than any other faulting parameter. As discussedearlier, the rupture time is nonlinearly

velocity time historiesfor a distribution of slip amplitudesin
a manner similar to that of Olson and Apsel [ 1982]. There are
major differencesbetween the Hartzell and Heaton method
and that of Olson and Apsel [1982], for example, the
inclusionof long-periodteleseismicP waves and the criterion for stabilizing the numerical method, but the one major
difference of interest to us is the parameterization of the
rupture time. Olson and Apsel allowed slip to commencein
their 5 x 5 km cells at a time within a 3-s window centered on

the time when the rupture front, traveling at 0.9 times the
local shear wave speed, arrived at the center of the cell.

HartzellandHeatonuseda similarscheme
withanimpor-

tant difference, namely, the slip could commencein a 1.7-s
window beginningat or after a rupture front traveling at 0.85
times the local S wave velocity arrived at the center of their
2.5 x 3 km cells. The parameterization by Hartzell and
relatedto the synthetics.
Althoughwe foundat leasta dozen Heaton a priori excludes the rupture time values given in
modelsthat fit some of the data very well, we also found that Table 2 for rangesgreater than to 15 km. On the basis of our
in order to make any significant improvements to certain earlier discussionof the rupture time usingparticle velocities
groupsof data, we would have to make severechangesto the at E03 and E06, we suspectthat the parameterizationof the
rupture time parameter. Small perturbationsto the slip rate rupture time is the primary reason that Hartzell and Heaparametersor the durations about a given model did not in tOh'S synthetics overestimate the amplitudes for stations
any way improve certain grossmisfitsbetweenthe synthet- near the fault and underestimatethe amplitudesoff the fault.
ics and the data.
In the root mean square sense, their inversion is forced to
The nonlinearitybetween the data and someof the faulting trade off the amplitude misfit for stationsnear and far from
parametersis one of the primary reasonsour model does not thefaultbecause
of theparameterization
of the rupturetime.
resemble the model obtained by either Hartzell and HelmSince the Olson and Apsel model is roughly a gross
berger [1982] or Hartzell and Heaton [1983]. One of the average of our model, we do not fully understandwhy their
basic assumptions in both of these analyses is that the inversion results systematicallyunderestimatethe primary
rupture velocity is constant or approximately so. Because horizontal
pulsesof the low passed
accelerograms.
A. H.
the inversion results of Hartzell and Heaton supercede the Olson (personal communication, 1982) explained that their
results of Hartzell and Helmberger, we will discussonly the method of stabilizing the numerical algorithm eliminates the
results of Hartzell and Heaton. After parameterizing the small singularvalues. The small singularvalues are related
faulting parametersthey inverted the low passed particle to the unresolvable parts of the slip distribution. These
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unresolvableparts arisefrom the fact that when the rupture
is propagatingtoward the stations,the radiationis being
compressedin time by the rupture.Becauseof the frequency
resolutionof their model, the model cannot distinguishhow
much each part of the fault has radiated.
Regardlessof the explanationof the misfit between the
syntheticsand the data, what is importantis that the linear
inversion methods of Olson and Apsel [1982] and Hartzell
and Heaton [1983] solve for the slip distribution after an a
priori parameterizationof the other faulting variablesthat
are not linearly related to the data. Since the slip distributions of these modeIsare approximatelysimilar but the fits
between syntheticsand data are clearly different, it seems
that the parameterization
of the nonlinearvariablesbecomes
a very critical element.This fact is clearly demonstratedin
the work of Hartzell and Heaton, who tried 30 different
inversions.Among those 30 inversionsare two that are very

similar (31 and W2) except for the parameterizationof the
timingvariable. In model31 the rupturetime is determined
by a rupture velocity of 0.8 times the local shear wave
velocity;in modelW2 the rupturetime is variablein that slip

may commence
tin any of three'time windowsafterthe
rupturetravelingat 0.85Vsreachesan elementon the fault.
Hartzell and Heaton report, "the best fitting, constantrupture-velocityinversion, Model 31, does a noticeably
poorerjob of matchingthe strong-motion
records.The more
complicatedtiming of models W2 and W3 seemsto be
required by the data."

and in some casesthe compressionalwave velocity. Althoughhis resultsshowa more dramaticchangein amplitudesrecorded off the fault than observedduringthe Imperi-

al Valley earthquake,they are qualitativelyconsistentwith
thefaultingmodelwe haveproposed.The factthat a faulting
modelthat generatessyntheticseismograms
consistentwith
the data has a highly variable and fast rupture velocity
certainlysuggests
that the potentialnear-sourceseismicrisk
can be greater than is commonlyassumed.
Earthquake Mechanics

Of course,the faultingmodelwe have presentedis purely
kinematic.To infer the basic physicalprocessesof the 1979

ImperialValleyearthquake,we rely onthestrikingsimilarity
between the behavior of our faulting parametersand those
determinedby Day [1982b]for a generaldynamicrupturein

thepresence
of nonuniform
prestress
(Figure16).Day found
that in regionswhere the prestresswas closeto the yield
stressthe rupturevelocitywas fasterthan the local S wave
velocity, while in regionswhere the prestresswas far from
yield stress,the rupturevelocitywas slowerthanthe localS
wavevelocity.Furthermore,he foundthatthe maximumslip
rate was closelycorrelatedto the rupture velocity, that is,
the slip rate would increase(decrease)when the rupture
velocity increased(decreased).Except for the region near
the hypocenter,a similar correspondence
between rupture
velocityand slip rate existsin our faultingmodel(Figure6),
especiallyin the 15-to 30-kmrangeanddepthsgreaterthan5
km. By analogywith Day's model, we would infer that the
prestresson this area of the fault was nearits criticallevel,
especiallythe smallpart of the fault in the range17.5-22.5

Becauseinversionmethodsare probablymoreeconomical
than trial and error modelingfor analyzinglarge data sets,
we favor usingthem for future work. While their numerical
limitationsmay be well understoodand while their ability to km.
providequantitativemeasuresof the resolutonof the linear
At the surfacethis segmentis one of the longestcontinuvariablesmay be well founded,it is the effect and treatment ous trends of the Imperial fault on which the horizontal
of the nonlinearvariables[Oldenburg,1983]•thatwe must offsetswere measured[Sharp et al., 1982, Plate 1]. This
unde[stand.
Becauseof theimportance
of therupturetimeto segmentis bounded by two faults. The projection of the
the synthetics,an inversionmethodtailored to determining SuperstitionHills fault intersectsthe Imperialfault near the
the rupture time shouldbe developed.
southernend of this segment,and the Brawley fault intersectsthe Imperial fault at the northernend of the segment.
Seismic Risk
At the northern end of this segment the Imperial fault
Of the many inferences one may draw from the faulting changesstrike from 323øto about 315øfor about5 km before
model that we have determined, a principal one is that the resumingits general strike near 323ø (Figure 1). (Very near
spectrumof possibleearthquakescenariosand related haz- its northernterminusthe Imperial fault turns to almostdue
ards is much broader than normally anticipated. Because north.) The interactionof thesetwo faults with the Imperial
high-frequencyradiation is directly proportionalto changes fault couldproducea higherprestressrelativeto other parts
in rupture velocity [Madariaga, 1977], coupled with the of the Imperial fault. There are two indicationsthat the
possibilitythat apparentrupture velocitiescan exceedboth prestresswas higher.First, in the 3 V2monthsprecedingthe
the shearand compressional
wave velocityfor smallregions ImperialValley main shockthe backgroundseismicityof the
of the fault, high-frequency radiation in the near-source regionwas generallylessthan normal [Johnsonand Hutton,
region can be severely modified for both S and P waves. 1982]. However, the one area on the Imperial fault north of
Amplificationof the particle motion for P waves is a real the international border which showed seismicity was this
possibility.Anomalousamplitudesin certain regionsoff the 15- to 25-km segment. The second indicator comes from
of surfacecreepon this segment[Cohn et al.,
fault due to bow wave type propagationbecome another measurements
possibility.Althoughthere is very little theoreticalwork that 1982].Both a creepmeter and an alignmentarray showcreep
delves into the consequencesof local rupture velocities on this segmentjust monthsbefore the main shock. Whether
earthquakes
exceedingthe $ wave or P wave speed,it seemsthat there is the observedcreepis dueto the aforementioned
a definite possiblitythat such a phenomenoncan exist as or to a generalincreasein prestressis not known. Although
part of an earthquakemechanism.Bouchon [1979] used a all the evidence is circumstantial, it doestend to support the
relatedphenomenon
to explaintheparticlevelocityrecorded idea of a relatively higher prestresson this segmentof the
at station 2 during the 1966 Parkfield earthquake. S. M. Day
Imperial fault.
Although the faulting process is widely recognized as
(personalcommunication,1982) has computedthe particle
motion off the fault due to dynamic fractures which have representinginhomogeneousstressrelease (see Kanamori
local rupture velocitiesthat exceedthe shearwave velocity [1981] or Aki [1982] for extended references), our faulting
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TABLE
3. Geometrical and Static Fault Parameters
model of the Imperial Valley earthquake used in analogy
with the results of Day [1982b] suggests that the weak
Parameter
Value
(prestressclose to the yield stress)regionsof the fault are the
Imperial Fault
critical regions for influencing the faulting process. In this
Length
35 km
respect, the Imperial Valley earthquake is a counterexample Width
13 km*
Strike
323 ø
to the barrier model [Das and Aki, 1977; Aki et al., 1977] in
80ø NE
which the strong(prestressfar from the yield stress)regions Dip
Rake
180ø?
exert the greatest influence on the faulting process. On the
Seismic moment
6.4 x 10•8 N m
other hand, the Imperial Valley earthquake is similar to the
Brawley Fault
asperity model described by Rudnicki and Kanamori [1981] Length
10 km
Width
8 km
in that regionswhere slip is occurringare strongregionsand
Strike
360 ø
asperities are weak regions. There are three stressesto be
Dip
90ø
considered:the yield stress, the prestress, and the sliding Rake
variable
frictional stress. Suppose that the frictional stress is a
Seismic moment
2.7 X 10•7 N m
constant everywhere on the fault. For whatever reason, for
* For the region near the epicenter, the faulting width is less than
example, a change in geometry of the fault [Bakun eta!.,
13 km.
1980; Reasenberg and Ellsworth, 1982] or a change in
? The rake is 180ø everywhere except near the northern end,
material properties, certain parts of the fault may increase where it becomes variable.
their prestresslevel at a different rate from other parts of the
fault even thoughthe driving forcesor displacementsmay be
uniformly increasing with time. Under the assumptionsof rupture time, and duration) were allowed to vary on the fault
the dynamical models [e.g., Andrews, 1976, Das and Aki, planes. The spatial distributions of these parameters for the
1977, Day, 1982b, Virieux and Madariaga, 1982], the rupture Imperial fault and the Brawley fault are shown in Figures 6
cannot propagateuntil the prestressequals the yield stress, and 8, respectively. With respect to the Imperial fault these
at which time the stress drops from the yield stress to the parameters show the following. The maximum strike-slip
slidingfrictional stress.Clearly, the hypocenterrepresents rates are found for depths greater than 5 km with maximum
the weakest part of the fault plane sinceit is the place where values of almost 1.0 m/s. Although there is spatial complexthe prestress first equals the yield stress. Although the ity in the distribution of strike-slip rates, the distribution is
hypocenteris an obviouspart of the fault plane that indicates rather smoothly varying. The dip-slip rate is basically constress inhomogeneity, other parts of the fault may be near fined to the sediments at the northern end of the Imperial
failure. It is the fracture of these weaker parts that leads to fault. The maximumdip-sliprate is about0.5 m/s. Becauseit
occurs in the surficial material where the shear modulus is
high rupture velocities and slip velocities [Day, 1982b].
The Brawleyfaultintersects
theImpei'ialfaultverynear extremely low compared to the deeper material, the radiawherethe rupturevelocityon the Imperialfault suddenly tion from the dip-slip component is not a key element in
decelerates. As discussed by Rice [1980], additional frac- determiningthe near-sourceground motion. The duration of
tures induced on planes making nonzero angles with the the slip rate, equivalently the rise time of the dislocation, is
primary fracture plane are an expected means of arresting also spatially varying with a maximum value of 1.9 s, which
fracture speedsthat are near the critical speedsfor inplane is considerablyshorterthan the total rupture time. Perhaps
and antiplane shear fractures. Because the Brawley fault is the most unsuspectedfeature of the 1979 Imperial Valley
about 37øoff the strike of the Imperial fault, we would expect earthquakeis the complex temporal evolution of the faulting
to have large shear stressesinduced on the Brawley fault, which is described through the rupture time parameter.
while the normal stress would be reduced. This combination
Basically, the rupture starts slowly, accelerates to a supersuggeststhat slip on the Brawley fault was directly triggered shear velocity, propagates at this supershear velocity for
by the dynamics of the faulting on the Imperial fault.
about 8 km, suddenly accelerates to a supercompressional
velocity, suddenly decelerates to a subshear velocity, and
again accelerates to a slightly higher velocity (Figure 16a).
SUMMARY
On average the rupture velocity at depth is about 3.1 km/s,
Using a trial-and-error forward kinematic modeling, we roughly 0.94 times the local shear wave velocity. Of the four
computed synthetic particle velocity time histories to com- faulting parameters we most often varied, the synthetics
pare with the observedlow passednear-sourcevelocities of were most sensitive to changes in the rupture time paramethe October 15, 1979, Imperial Valley earthquake. Radiation ter.
from rupture on the Imperial fault dominatesalmost all the
The faulting parameters for the Brawley fault are totally
near-source ground motion. However, about 8 s after its dependenton the faulting parameters for the Imperial fault.
origintime, rupture on the Imperial fault triggeredrupture on Consequently, we cannot claim much resolution of Brawley
the Brawley fault. Radiation from the Brawley fault severely fault parameters. We did find that it was necessary to have a
affects certain components of motion at several nearby mixture of strike-slipand dip-slip faulting on a shallow fault.
stations. The geometry and seismic moment of these two The strike-slip component dominates, but it is active almost
faults are given in Table 3. The total combined moment of entirely at depth. The dip-slip component is smaller and
theImperialandBrawleyfaultsis 6.7 x 10•8N m, whichis showsa definite increase in amplitude as one moves northvery closeto the seismicmomentof 7 x 10•8 N m deter- ward on the fault. The duration monotonically decreases
mined by Kanamori and Regan [1982] from long-period from the south end to the north. The rupture time is set for a
surface waves.
rupture propagating at 0.95Vs. Slip begins about 1.3 s after
Four faulting parameters (strike-slip rate, dip-slip rate, rupture on the Imperial fault reached the intersection of the
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Perhapsthe most important result of our kinematic modeling is the increasedawarenessof the nonlinearitybetween
the rupture time and the data. While the determinationof the
slip rate amplitudes may be posed as a linear inverse
problem [Spudich, 1980], the parameterizationof the nonlinear variables, such as rupture time and duration, requires
specialconsideration[Oldenburg, 1983]. On the basisof our
experience in trying to find a faulting model for the 1979
Imperial Valley earthquake and the implications of variationsin rupturevelocity, we would conjecturethat determining the spatial variation of the rupture time is the most

criticalelementin specifyingany faultingmodelwhenthe
finitenessof the fault cannot be ignored.
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